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Abstract:  
 
We used aeromagnetic data, and satellite and terrestrial gravity data to examine the 
thermal and crustal structure beneath the Karoo-aged Luangwa Rift Valley (LRV) in 
Zambia in order to determine the geodynamic controls of its formation. We computed 
Curie Point Depth (CPD) values using two-dimensional (2D) power spectrum analysis of 
the aeromagnetic data, and these results were used to calculate heat flow under the LRV. 
We also inverted the aeromagnetic data for three-dimensional (3D) magnetic 
susceptibility distribution. We further determined the crustal thickness beneath the LRV 
by calculating depths to the Moho using 2D power spectrum analysis of the satellite 
gravity data. We found that: (1) there is no elevated CPD beneath the LRV, and as such 
no elevated heat flow anomaly. (2) there are numerous 5-15 km wide magnetic bodies at 
shallow depth (5-20 km) under the LRV. (3) the Moho beneath the LRV is 50 km deep, 
compared to 35-45 km depths outside the rift. The gravity-derived Moho depths beneath 
the LRV differ from Moho depths determined from preliminary results of passive seismic 
studies but are comparable with those outside the rift. (4) there is a broad long-
wavelength positive anomaly in the terrestrial gravity data, possibly related to the 
presence of dense material at the Moho level. This anomaly is modified by shorter-
wavelength positive anomalies at the rift shoulders and floor that might be related to 
shallow depth magnetic bodies. Also, there are negative short-wavelength anomalies that 
correlate with rift sediment infill. We subsequently used the ground gravity data to 
develop 2D forward models to reconcile the observed thermal and crustal characteristics 
of the LRV. Our models suggest that the deeper Moho beneath the rift is due to the 
presence of a magmatic under-plated mafic body. The difference between the gravity and 
passive seismic Moho depths estimates may be because the passive seismic data imaged 
the top of the under-plated mafic body whereas the gravity data imaged the base. 
Magmatic under-plating may have introduced a rheological weakness that facilitated 
strain localization during rift initiation.  
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CHAPTER I 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Continental rifts form elongated depressions on the Earth’s surface that result 
from extension of the Earth’s lithosphere (e.g., Tommasi and Vauchez, 2001; Thybo and 
Nielsen, 2009). Some areas within continents appear to be more vulnerable to rifting than 
others (Lynch and Morgan, 1987). Hence, understanding rift initiation requires a clear 
comprehension of the processes that control the localization of extension. Knowledge of 
such processes is limited and especially in magma poor rifts remains a matter of much 
debate and uncertainty (e.g., Keranen et al., 2004; Keir et al., 2006, and references 
therein; Koptev et al., 2015).  
Analogue and numerical modeling by Corti et al. (2002) and Buck (2006) suggest 
that magma thermally weakens the continental lithosphere, making it easier to rift. These 
magma-assisted rifting models are supported by the observed occurrence of magmatism 
throughout the Eastern Branch of the East African Rift System (EARS) and the Main 
Ethiopian Rift (MER). In these models, strain is localized by magmatic intrusions and 
faulting (Ebinger and Casey, 2001; Keranen et al., 2004; Casey et al., 2006; Ebinger et 
al., 2008; Ebinger et al., 2010). Callot et al. (2001) demonstrated by analogue modeling 
that strain localization can also be controlled by low viscosity bodies interpreted as 
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partially melted regions located in the lower crust and upper mantle. In some portions of 
the largely amagmatic Western Branch of the EARS, strain localization may be achieved 
through plume-related melts imaged as zones of low seismic velocities in the upper 
mantle and lower crust (Wolbern et al., 2010; Jakovlev et al., 2011). In the Okavango Rift 
Zone, the youngest segment of the EARS, Leseane et al. (2015) suggested that the strain 
is localized through ascending mantle fluids facilitated by the presence of lithospheric-
scale Precambrian structures that served as a conduit to the rising mantle fluids.  
Rift propagation tends to follow the general trend of the pre-existing fabric, or 
zones of weaknesses, at various scales (e.g., Daly et al., 1989; Birt et al., 1997; Tommasi 
and Vauchez, 2001; Acocella et al., 2004; Morley et al., 2004). At regional scales, the 
occurrence of rifting within orogenic belts as opposed to the adjacent cratons is due to 
differences in lithospheric thicknesses and fault densities in orogenic belts (e.g., 
McConnell, 1972; Ritsema et al., 1998). For example, the EARS (Fig. 1) bifurcates into 
two branches around the thick Tanzania Craton, with the Eastern and Western Branches 
largely occurring within the thinner and much weaker lithospheres of the Mozambique 
and Ubendien orogenic belts, respectively. The differences in the lithospheric thickness 
have also been attributed to the observed variation in heat flow distribution, with the 
thick cratons generally being colder than the thinner orogenic belts (Ballard and Pollack, 
1987). Ballard and Pollack (1987) suggest that this difference is due to the diversion of 
heat away from the cratons into the surrounding thinner orogenic belts by lithosphere 
roots, and edge-driven convection cells beneath the orogenic belts. van Wijk et al. (2010) 
have suggested the differences in lithospheric thicknesses between the thick Colorado 
Plateau (~120-140 km) and the thinner surrounding Rio Grande rift and Basin and Range 
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province to have set up edge-driven convection cells, and thus localizing strain within the 
two extensional structures.  
At local scales, faults and shear zones play an important role in strain localization 
during rifting (e.g., Daly et al., 1989; Korme et al., 2004). In the Western Branch of the 
EARS, strain localization in the Albertine Graben is facilitated by NE-trending 
Precambrian structures, while propagation of the Rhino Graben is terminated against the 
Precambrian structures associated with the NW-trending Aswa Shear Zone (Katumwehe 
et al., 2015). In addition, within the ORZ strain localization may have been facilitated at 
the suture between the Damara and Ghanzi-Chobe belts (Leseane et al., 2015). The 
development and evolution of the Rhine Graben (central Europe) were controlled, in part, 
by pre-existing crustal zones of weakness that were reactivated by the collision of the 
Eurasia and African plates during the Alpine orogeny (Illies, 1972; Fairhead and Stuart, 
1982; Rousset et al., 1993; Schumacher, 2002; Dezes et al., 2004; Rotstein et al., 2006) 
In addition to the above discussed modes of localization of extension, analogue 
modeling by Yamasaki and Gernigon (2009) has suggested under-plated mafic bodies 
(UPMBs) to play a crucial role in strain localization during rifting. The UPMBs, which 
may be emplaced before or during extension of the lithosphere, may introduce a 
rheological heterogeneity that localizes strain leading to rift development by either 
having an anomalously high temperature or having a mafic crustal composition that is 
significantly weaker than the mantle (Yamasaki and Gernigon, 2009). Depending on the 
size of the UPMBs, the temperature anomaly disappears within a few million years of 
emplacement but the rheological heterogeneity due to differences in composition between 
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the UPMBs and the mantle can have an effect in localizing strain at any stage of 
extension (Yamasaki and Gernigon, 2009).  
The Luangwa Rift Valley (LRV) is a Karoo-aged (Permian-Jurassic) rift 
occurring within the Irumide belt, a Mesoproterozoic-Neoproterozoic orogenic belt in 
eastern Zambia. The LRV follows the general NE-trending Precambrian structures [Fig. 
3B]. The Precambrian Mwembeshi Shear Zone (Mw.S) occurs obliquely to the LRV, and 
has been suggested to have played an important role in localizing strain during rift 
initiation (Daly et al., 1989; Orpen et al., 1989; Banks et al., 1995). Observed in the LRV 
is the absence of any surficial magmatism. The origin of thermal springs that occur 
within and outside the rift has been attributed, through geochemical studies, to 
groundwater percolating through deep faults and heated by the normal geothermal 
gradient (Legg, 1974; Sakungo, 1985). These observations make the LRV an ideal place 
to examine different mechanisms of strain localization during the initiation of largely 
amagmatic rifts. Also, studies in the LRV are limited and there is no studies to date that 
examine the crustal structure of the LRV. Here, we use aeromagnetic, satellite and 
ground gravity data to investigate the crustal and thermal structure beneath the LRV in 
order to determine the geodynamic controls of the formation of the rift.  
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Figure 1:   Map of the East African Rift System (EARS) in green, showing the main fault 
patterns and ages of rift initiation. Older Karoo basins are shown in orange (Source: GEO 
International). 
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CHAPTER II 
 
 
TECTONIC SETTING 
 
Two episodes of rifting have occurred in Eastern Africa. The first episode 
occurred during the Permian-Jurassic periods during the breakup of Gondwana, and 
resulted in the development of Karoo basins (Delvaux, 1989; Bumby and Guiroud, 2005; 
Catuneanu et al., 2005), which are largely confined to present-day south-central Africa 
and India (Rogers et al., 1995). The second rifting event began in the Cenozoic and 
resulted in the formation of the EARS (e.g., Mulibo and Nyblade, 2013). Fig. 1 shows the 
distribution of the EARS and the older Karoo rifts.  
The early Permian rifting is associated with compressional/collision tectonics in 
southern Gondwana that reactivated the pre-existing Mwembeshi shear zone (Mw.S) with 
sinistrial movement (Daly et al., 1989; Orpen et al., 1989; Banks et al., 1995). The 
Ruhuhu (Tanzania), Luano and Lukusashi (Zambia), Aranos (Namibia) and Passarge 
(Botswana) basins were formed at the same time. The 3,500 km long steeply dipping 
Precambrian Mw.S forms a continental scale structure extending from the Damaran belt 
of Namibia in the SW, to Malawi in the NE (Daly et al., 1989; Rogers et al. (1995) and 
references therein). Its extension to the east is largely obscured by Karoo sediments 
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(Rogers et al., 1995). Mw.S forms the boundary between the Irumide and Southern 
Irumide belts.  
In the Late Permian, dextral movements on the Mw.S caused inversion in most of 
the Karoo basins (Banks et al., 1995). Banks et al. (1995) postulated that during the 
breakup of Gondwana in the early Jurassic, changes in stress in the African continent, 
associated with the rearrangement of seafloor spreading patterns in the Indian and 
Atlantic oceans, were accommodated along different major zones of weakness such as 
the Mw.S. These changes in stress renewed left-lateral movement along Mw.S, which led 
to further extension of the LRV. The breakup of Gondwana was accompanied by 
volcanism that formed the Karoo Igneous Province, which is among the largest 
continental flood basalt provinces (Erlank, 1984; Cox, 1988; Duncan et al., 1997; Pálfy 
and Smith, 2000; Riley et al., 2005). The localization of the central and southern African 
Karoo basins along the Mw.S suggests that the shear zone played an important role in 
their development. Previous studies (e.g., Rosendahl, 1987; Delvaux et al., 1992; Ring, 
1994; Mulibo and Nyblade, 2013) have suggested the Karoo rifts to have structurally 
influenced the Cenozoic rifting events. The newer rifts, however, do not always follow 
the Karoo rifts. The Bangweulu Block, an Archean craton (Drysdall et al., 1972; 
Andersen and Unrug, 1984; Daly et al., 1989; De Waele et al., 2006; O’Donnell et al., 
2013) with a lithospheric thickness of ~150-200 km (O’Donnell et al., 2013) occurs to the 
north of the Irumide belt. To the northeast, the Irumide belt is truncated by faults and 
shear zones within the reactivated Palaeoproterozoic Ubendian belt (De Waele et al., 
2009).
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Figure 2: Geologic map of eastern Zambia (adopted from Liégeois et al., 2013).  
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The Mesoproterozoic Mporokoso basin occurs over the Bangweulu Block and 
contains up to 5 km of shallow marine and fluvial sediments (Andews-Speed, 1986). 
Geologically, the Irumide belt consists of unmetamorphosed clastic sedimentary rocks, 
high grade metamorphic amphibolite, highly deformed gneisses and metasedimentary 
rocks (e.g., De Waele and Mapani, 2002). The Southern Irumide belt occurs to the 
southeast of the Irumide belt (Daly et al., 1989; Orpen et al., 1989). In addition to 
Archean remnants, the Irumide belt is intruded by amphibolite-facies granitoids of 
various ages [Fig. 2] (Liégeois et al., 2013). Liégeois et al. (2013) suggest the Irumide 
belt to represent the southern metacratonic margin of the Bangweulu Block. The southern 
Irumide belt is on the other hand consists of granitoids without any occurrence of 
Archean remnants.  
2.1 The Luangwa Rift Valley (LRV) 
The ~600 km long and ~80 km wide Karoo-aged LRV occurs at the boundary 
between the NE-trending Mesoproterozoic-Neoproterozoic Irumide and Southern 
Irumide orogenic belts [Fig. 2]. The Lukusashi and Luano rift basins, also of Karoo-age, 
occur SW of LRV (Fig. 3). The LRV and Luano basins consist of up to 8 km and 2 km of 
Permo-Triassic clastic sediments of the Karoo Supergroup, respectively (Daly et al., 
1989; Banks et al., 1995). Active rifting in the LRV began in the Early Permian and 
continued into the Triassic (Banks et al., 1995). The LRV comprises of two non-
overlapping opposing half grabens separated by a structural high suggested to be a major 
splay of the Mw.S [Fig. 3B] (Daly et al., 1989; Banks et al., 1995). The northern sub-
basin has its major bounding fault towards the east, while in the southern sub-basin the 
bounding fault occurs to the west [Fig. 3 and 4]. 
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Figure 3: (A) Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of 
eastern Zambia showing the geomorphology of the Luangwa Rift Valley (LRV). A-A’ and B-B’ 
profiles show the location of terrestrial gravity data acquired during this study. (B) Structural map 
of the LRV generated through the interpretation of rift-related structures from SRTM DEM in 
(A), and through the extraction of the Precambrian structural trends by applying edge detection 
filters and combining them to produce the ternary image in Fig. 5. Mw.S. is the Mwembeshi shear 
zone. 4A and 4B are locations of seismic sections shown in Fig. 4.  
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Figure 4: Geological sections interpreted from seismic sections (Banks et al., 1995) across the 
northern (A) and southern (B) sub-basins of the Luangwa Rift Valley (LRV). See Fig. 3 for 
location of the profiles. 
Characterized by sharp escarpments especially on its northwestern flank, the LRV 
has been appended to the southwestern branch of the EARS because of possible 
reactivation of the Karoo normal faults, accompanied by slight subsidence (Delvaux, 
1989, Delvaux et al., 1992; Chorowicz, 2005). Utting (1976) reported renewed vertical 
movements in the northern parts of the LRV. Also observed in the LRV is the occurrence 
of hot springs along major, deep-seated faults, with the most preferred location being the 
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intersection of fractures and fault systems (Legg, 1974; Sakungo, 1985). Detailed 
geochemical analyses of the hot spring waters led Legg (1974) and Sakungo (1985) to 
suggest the origin of the hot springs to be meteoric water percolating along the deep 
faults and heated by the normal geothermal gradient, dismissing the likelihood of the 
presence of thermal anomaly at depth beneath the LRV.  
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CHAPTER III 
 
 
DATA AND METHODS 
 
Magnetotelluric (MT) and seismic techniques have been traditionally used to 
estimate crustal thickness and image the thermal structure of the lithosphere, with low 
electrical resistivities (Whaler and Hautot, 2006) and low seismic wave velocities (e.g., 
Wolbern et al., 2010; Jakovlev et al., 2011; Mulibo and Nyblade, 2013) providing 
evidence of thinned crust and possibly elevated heat flow values. The use of these 
techniques is however, limited in investigating large areas due to their expense and time 
needed for collecting data. Using power density spectral analysis of aeromagnetic and 
gravity data to determine the thermal structure of the lithosphere (depth to the Curie 
isotherm point) and crustal thickness (depth to the Moho) offers an affordable and 
reliable alternative (e.g., Hussein et al., 2013; Leseane et al., 2015). In addition, the large 
spatial coverage of potential field data allows the determination of the thermal structure 
and crustal thickness over wide areas.  
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3.1 Data sets 
3.1.1 Terrestrial-gravity data 
Terrestrial gravity data were collected along major roads across the LRV at 2 km 
station spacing. The locations of the profiles (A-A’ and B-B’) are shown in Figs. 3A, 5 
and 8. The latitude, longitude and ellipsoidal elevations were determined using the 
differential Global Positioning System (GPS). A geoid correction was applied to the 
elevation data so the data could be merged with previously collected gravity data in the 
region. The data set (Appendix 1) was reduced using sea-level as a datum and 2.67 g/cm3 
as the Bouguer reduction density. 2.67 g/cm3 represents the average density of the 
continental crust. Moreover, the gravity data were terrain-corrected using the 90 meter 
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation Model. The average 
accuracy of the data is in the order of 0.01 mGal.  
3.1.2 Aeromagnetic data 
The aeromagnetic data used in this study [Fig. 5] were acquired by the Geological 
Survey of Zambia at a flight altitude of 150 m and line spacing of 250 m in the north-
south direction. The data were provided as a grid with a cell spacing of 5.2 km and 4.4 
km in the X and Y directions, respectively. The International Geomagnetic Reference 
Field (IGRF) was removed from the data. 
3.1.3 Satellite gravity data 
Satellite gravity data from the World Gravity Map 2012 (WGM12) model [Fig. 8] 
(Balmino et al., 2012; Bonvalot et al., 2012), with a spatial resolution of about 9 km, was 
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used in this study to estimate the thickness of the crust beneath the LRV and the 
surrounding regions. The WGM12 model comprises of surface gravity measurements 
(from land, airborne and marine surveys), and satellite gravimetry (from the GRACE 
mission) (Bonvalot et al., 2012). Bouguer gravity data were computed using the spherical 
correction instead of the flat or regular slab correction (Balmino et al., 2012). 
A data management plan for all data used in this study is provided in Appendix I.  
 
3.2 Curie Point Depth (CPD) analyses 
There are a variety of methods to determine the depth to the base of magnetic 
sources from the spectral analysis of magnetic data (Spector and Grant, 1970; 
Bhattacharyya and Leu, 1975; Okubo et al., 1985; Chiozzi et al., 2005; Tanaka and 
Ishikawa, 2005; Bansal et al., 2011; Manea and Manea, 2011). These can be classified 
into two broad categories depending on the magnetization models adopted: (1) random 
magnetization models; and (2) fractal magnetization models. When assuming random 
magnetization, two methods commonly used: (A) the spectral peak method, proposed 
originally by Spector and Grant (1970) and subsequently used by researchers such as 
Shuey et al. (1977); Connard et al. (1983); Ross et al. (2006); Ravat et al. (2007); and (B) 
the centroid method originally suggested by Bhattacharyya and Leu (1975) and 
subsequently modified by Okubo et al., (1985) and Tanaka et al., (1999). The spectral 
peak method determines the position of the observed spectral peak to be a function of the 
depth to the top (Zt) and base (Zb) of the magnetized layer, while the centroid method 
determines the relationship between the slopes of plots of the power spectrum of the 
magnetic anomalies against wavenumbers to represent the depths to the base of the 
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magnetized crust. The fractal magnetization model is derived from the concept of self-
similarity which is consistent with magnetic susceptibility logs (Salem et al., 2014) and 
assumes that the magnetization source distribution follows a fractal/scaling distribution 
(e.g., Pilkington and Todoeschuck, 1990; Maus and Dimri, 1994; Bansal et al., 2011; 
Bouligand et al., 2009; Salem et al., 2014). This study uses the centroid method because 
it is relatively easy to implement, while providing reliable Curie Point Depth (CPD) 
estimates.   
In this study the depth to the CPD values were determined on the basis of 
statistical methods that relate the radially averaged two-dimensional (2D) power 
spectrum of magnetic anomalies to the basal depth of the magnetized sources (Spector 
and Grant, 1970; Bhattacharyya and Leu, 1975; Okubo et al., 1985; Chiozzi et al., 2005; 
Tanaka and Ishikawa, 2005; Bansal et al., 2010; Manea and Manea, 2011; Hussein et al., 
2013). Previous studies (e.g., Okubo et al., 1985) showed that by calculating the radially 
averaged 2D power spectra, the CPD values can be estimated in two steps: (1) 
Determining the depth to the centroid (Zo) by plotting (ln[PowerSpectrum/k]) against the 
wavenumber (k) and calculating the slope of a linear fit at lower wavenumber portions 
(e.g., 0.08-0.35 rad/km) of the curve; (2) Determining the depth to the top (Zt) of the 
magnetized source in a similar fashion by plotting (ln[PowerSpectrum]) against k and 
calculating the slope at higher wavenumber portions (e.g., 0.5-1.4 rad/km) of the curve. 
The depth to the base of the magnetized layer (Zb) is then computed as:  
    Zb = 2Zo - Zt    (1) 
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The aeromagnetic data were divided into sub-regions of 1o x 1o (~110km x 
110km) that are overlapping by 50% in order to provide more consistent results (Tanaka 
et al., 1999), and to reduce edge effects due to Gibbs phenomenon that result from the 
transformation of the spatial aeromagnetic data into the frequency domain using the Fast 
 
Figure 5: Magnetic ternary image of eastern Zambia produced from a combination of the 
analytic signal (AS), vertical derivative (DZ) and total magnetic intensity (TMI) in Red-Green-
Blue color space. The Luangwa Rift Valley (LRV) is outlined with white lines. A-A’ and B-B’ 
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profiles show the location of ground gravity data acquired during this study. The black box 
represents the location of the 1o x 1o (110km x 100 km) window used for the generation of the 
two-dimensional (2D) power spectrum curves shown in Fig. 6 to compute the Curie Point Depth 
(CPD). 
Fourier Transform (Tselentis et al., 1988). Fig. 6 shows an example of the power 
spectral curve for the 1o x 1o sub-region shown in Fig. 5.  
 
Figure 6: Examples of power-spectrum versus wavenumber curves used to estimate the depth to 
the centroid (Zo) and top (Zt) of the magnetic source for the 1o x 1o (110km x110 km) window 
shown in Fig. 5. 
The adopted centroid method has several limitations. First, the calculated CPD values are 
representative of the entire 1o x 1o sub-region, and may be an average of shallow and 
deep CPD values within the sub-region (Hussein et al., 2013). Another limitation is in the 
uncertainties about the nature of magnetization at depth. It is possible that the calculated 
CPD values may represent the depth to a lithological contact and not necessarily the 
depth at which magnetization is lost due to high temperatures (Ross et al., 2006). In spite 
of these limitations, the centroid method has been successfully used to determine the 
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thermal structure in different regions (e.g., Chiozzi et al., 2005; Tanaka and Ishikawa, 
2005; Tanaka et al., 1999; Manea and Manea, 2011). To determine the accuracy of the 
calculated CPD values, an estimate of the statistical error was computed for each sub-
region. The error, as defined by Chiozzi et al. (2005), is the ratio of the standard deviation 
of the linear fit, to the range of the wavenumber used when determining the gradients for 
Zt and Zo from the spectral curves. The error ranges in this study are found to be from 
0.02 to 0.2 km for Zt, and from 2.1 to 3.3 km for Zo.  
3.3 Heat flow estimates from CPD analyses 
Assuming that the temperature gradient is constant between the Earth’s surface 
and the Curie isotherm depth, the one-dimensional heat flow equation (Fourier’s Law) is:  
    q = k (dT/dz)     (1) 
where q is heat flux, k is thermal conductivity, T is temperature, z is depth, and dT/dz is 
temperature gradient.  
This equation can be used to estimate the heat flow from the CPD values (Ross et al., 
2006; Hussein et al., 2013; Leseane et al., 2015). Tanaka et al. (1999) defined the Curie 
temperature, C, as: 
    C = (dT/dz) D    (2) 
where D is the CPD value.  
Titanomagnetites (Fe3-xTixO4) are a common name for any member of the magnetite 
(Fe3O4[x=0]) – ulvospinel (Fe2Ti1O4[x=1]) solid solution series, and are the principal 
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carriers of magnetic remanence in nature (Gilder and Le Goff, 2008). Almost all intrinsic 
physical properties of rocks, such as magnetic susceptibility and Curie temperature, vary 
with titanium content (Bleil, 1976). Previous studies (e.g. Akimoto, 1962; Syono, 1965; 
Gilder and Le Goff, 2008) have empirically demonstrated that increasing titanium content 
in titanomagnetite systematically lowers the spontaneous magnetization and the Curie 
temperature. The Curie temperature, the temperature at which magnetization is lost, is 
approximately 580oC (Hunt et al., 1995) for magnetite, the most abundant crustal 
magnetic mineral.  
Assuming that there are no heat flow sources or sinks between the Earth’s surface 
and the CPD values, equation (2) can be modified as:  
    q = (kC)/D    (3) 
The thermal conductivity, k, depends on the geology of the area under investigation. The 
Precambrian basement rocks of Zambia are dominated by gneisses and schists (Ramsay 
and Ridgway, 1977; Rainaud et al., 2005) and for this, a thermal conductivity value of 
2.96 Wm-1K-1 was used in this study. This value is an average of thermal conductivities 
measured in boreholes in central and eastern Zambia by Chapman and Pollack (1975) and 
Nyblade and Pollack (1990), and falls within the general range of thermal conductivities 
(2.5 – 5.0 Wm-1K-1) for metamorphic rocks (Lillie, 1999). 
3.4 Three-dimensional (3D) inversion 
In order to determine the geometry of the magnetized crust within and outside the 
LRV, the aeromagnetic data [Fig. 5] were divided into 1o x 1o (110 km x 110 km) sub-
regions and inverted for three-dimensional (3D) magnetic susceptibility configurations 
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using the algorithm of Li and Oldenburg (1996). Inversion parameters (such as the 
starting models and the mesh size) were systematically adjusted following the procedures 
of Hussein et al. (2013) and Leseane et al. (2015). Fig. 7 shows the observed and 
calculated magnetic anomalies from the 1o x 1o sub-region shown in Fig. 5. 
 
Figure 7: Observed (A) and calculated (B) magnetic anomalies of the 3D magnetic inversion 
model of the 1o x 1o (110km x110 km) window shown in Fig. 5. I = inclination. D = declination. 
TFS = total field strength. TMI = Total Magnetic Intensity.  
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3.5 Moho depth analyses 
The method of Tselentis et al. (1988) was used in estimating the depth to the 
Moho. The satellite gravity data were upward continued to 2 km to remove the effects of 
shallow sources, and then divided into 1o x 1o (110X110 km) sub-regions with an overlap 
of 50%. By calculating the 2D radially averaged power spectrum of the gravity data and 
plotting ln(PowerSpectrum) against the wavenumber (k), Tselentis et al. (1988) showed 
that the depth to the causative bodies can be estimated by fitting straight lines through the 
linear segments of the curve. 
An example of a power spectral curve is shown in Fig. 9 for the 1o x 1o sub-region 
shown in Fig. 8. Three linear segments were identified on almost all the power spectral 
curves. These segments represent different density discontinuities (Fairhead and Okereke, 
1987; Tselentis e al., 1988; Gomez-Ortiz et al., 2005). The highest wavenumber segment 
represents the regional or deep causative bodies while the lowest wavenumber portion 
corresponds to shallow causative bodies or random noise contained in the data. The 
intermediate slopes (corresponding to the intermediate wavenumber segment (0.1-0.37 
rad/km)) represent the Moho depth (Tselentis et al., 1988; Sanchez-Rojas and Palma, 
2014). The error in the Moho depths estimates was calculated as the standard deviation of 
the linear fit of the intermediate segment. The error estimates range from 0.7 to 2.9 km.  
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Figure 8: Satellite Bouguer anomaly map extracted from the World Gravity Map 2012 (WGM 
2012) used for estimating the crustal thickness beneath the Luangwa Rift Valley (LRV) and 
surroundings using 2D power-density spectrum analysis. The LRV is outlined white lines. A-A’ 
and B-B’ profiles show the location of ground gravity data acquired during this study. The black 
box represents the location of the 1o x 1o (110km x110 km) window used for the generation of the 
power spectrum curve shown in Fig. 9 for computation of the crustal thickness. 
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Figure 9: An example of the 2D power-density spectrum curve used to estimate the crustal 
thickness for the 1o x 1o (110km x110 km) window shown in Fig. 8. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
4.1 Curie point depth and heat flow  
The CPD values in eastern Zambia range from 20 to 35 km [Fig. 10], while the 
heat flow values range from 46 to 78 mW/m2 [Fig. 11]. The shallowest CPD values (≤ 24 
km), coupled with high heat flow values (> 70 mW/m2) occur beneath the Mporokoso 
basin and some parts of northwest Irumide belt. Beneath the LRV, shallow CPDs occur in 
the northern-most tip, some areas in the central part of the rift, and also at the overlap 
zone between the LRV and the Lukusashi rift. A north-south trend of deep CPD values 
(>24 km) and low heat flow (~59 to 64 mW/m2) extends from northern Zambia into the 
central part of the LRV. Deep CPD values and low heat flow anomalies are also observed 
at the southwestern-most tip of the rift in west-central Zambia, and north of the rift 
segmentation point.  
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Figure 10: Map of the Curie Point Depth (CPD) values beneath the Luangwa Rift Valley (LRV) 
and surroundings obtained from 2D power-density spectrum analysis of the aeromagnetic data in 
Fig. 5. The LRV is outlined with white lines. Tectonic elements from Fig. 2 (B) are outlined with 
dashed lines. 
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Figure 11: Map of the heat flow beneath the Luangwa Rift Valley (LRV) and surroundings 
calculated from the Curie Point Depth (CPD) values which are obtained from the 2D power-
density spectrum analysis of aeromagnetic data in Fig. 5. The LRV is outlined with white lines. 
Tectonic elements from Fig. 2 (B) are outlined with dotted lines. The black dots labeled T1-T9 
show locations of borehole-measured heat flow values by Chapman and Pollack (1975). 
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4.2 Moho depths 
The Moho depth estimates range from 29 to 55 km [Fig. 12]. The shallowest 
Moho depths (29 to 38 km) occur beneath the Mporokoso basin and west-central Zambia.  
 
Figure 12: Map of the crustal thickness below the Luangwa Rift Valley (LRV) and surroundings 
obtained from the 2D power-density spectrum analysis of the satellite gravity data in Fig. 8. The 
LRV is outlined with white lines. Tectonic elements from Fig. 2 (B) are outlined with dotted 
lines. The black crosses labeled S1-S11 show locations of passive seismic stations (Yu et al., 
2013).  
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The southwestern-most tip of the LRV extends within the anomalously shallow Moho 
depth area. The thickest crust (>40 km) occurs at localized areas in northwestern and 
northern Zambia, and beneath the Irumide belt. With the exception of localized regions of 
shallow Moho depths (35 to 39 km) occurring in the southeastern part of central LRV, 
deep Moho depths (>40 km) underlie much of the rift, especially beneath its northwestern 
flank. The deepest crustal thickness (~55 km) is found beneath the overlap zone between 
the LRV and the Lukusashi rift. The anomalously shallow Moho depths over the 
Mporokoso Basin and in west-central Zambia are beyond the scope of this study. 
In order to test the consistency of the Moho depth results obtained along the entire 
length of the LRV and surroundings from the 2D power spectrum of satellite gravity data 
using 50% overlap of sub-regions, the data were analyzed for the second time using even 
higher (90%) overlapping, and the results were in agreement (within 1 to 3 km) with 
those from our standard overlap of 550.  
4.3 Three-dimensional (3D) inversion 
Fig. 13 shows the 3D inversion model cube of the aeromagnetic data over the sub-
region shown in Fig. 5. Due to the lack of constraints in the LRV, a range of magnetic 
susceptibility from 0-0.03 SI was adopted from the study of the Okavango rift zone 
(Leseane et al., 2015). Several adjacent inversion cubes were overlapped side-by-side to 
produce a continuous 2D profile. An example of such a 2D profile along A-A’ is shown 
in Fig. 14, with thick magnetized blocks beneath the LRV extending to about 30-40 km 
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depth. 
 
Figure 13: 3D inversion cube of the aeromagnetic data over the 1o x 1o (110km x110 km) 
window shown in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 14: (A) Topography extracted from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital 
Elevation Model (DEM). (B) Variation of total magnetic intensity (TMI). (C) Results of 3D 
inversion of aeromagnetic data shown in Fig. 5 along profile A-A’ showing thick magnetic bodies 
beneath and outside the Luangwa Rift Valley (LRV). See Fig. 5 for location of the profile.
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CHAPTER V 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
5.1 Thermal structure beneath the LRV 
Results of this study suggest that there is no systematic correlation between the 
elevated CPD values and heat flow values on one hand and the geographic extent of the 
rift. The CPD values range from 22 to 27 km within the rift as well as immediately 
outside the rift. The corresponding heat flow for the same areas ranges from 62 to 74 
mW/m2. Taking the average geothermal gradient for the Precambrian basement rocks in 
Zambia to be ~23 oC/km (Legg, 1974), and assuming a Curie temperature of 580 oC, the 
normal CPD value is expected to be around 25 km (580 oC/23 oC km-1). The LRV and 
surrounding areas therefore exhibit normal CPD values.  
Nyblade and Pollack (1993) estimated the average heat flow within orogenic belts 
to be between 60 and 70 mW/m2. The calculated heat flow in this study therefore shows 
that the Irumide belt has a normal thermal structure typical of orogenic belts. As shown in 
Table 1, the heat flow estimates of this study are comparable to heat flow values 
measured in boreholes [Fig. 11] by Chapman and Pollack (1975) and Nyblade and 
Pollack (1990).  
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Table 1. Comparison between the heat flow values calculated from the Curie Point Depth (CPD) 
values and those determined from borehole measurement by Chapman and Pollack (1975), and 
Nyblade and Pollack (1990) 
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These results demonstrate the lack of a thermal anomaly or accentuated geothermal gradient 
beneath the LRV. 
The absence of a thermal anomaly is corroborated by geochemical analyses of hot springs 
within and around the rift valley. These analyses did not demonstrate any geochemical signature 
indicative of interaction of surface water with a deep heat source such as magma (Legg, 1974; 
Sakungo, 1985). Legg (1974) and Sakungo (1985) postulated the origin of the hot springs to be 
meteoric waters percolating to great depths down into dilatational faults and these are being 
heated by the normal geothermal gradient. It is unlikely that these hot springs are associated with 
magmatic activities because the last known volcanic activity in Zambia is thought to have 
occurred during the Karoo rifting event, 180 Ma ago (Sakungo, 1985). The presence of mantle 
transition zone at normal depth (~410-660 km) beneath the LRV also supports the absence of a 
thermal anomaly (Yu et al., 2014). The high heat flow observed over the Mporokoso Basin is 
attributed to the thin crust [Fig. 12] and uranium mineralization occurring within the basin (e.g., 
Andrews-Speed, 1986; 1989; De Waele and Fitzsimons, 2007).   
5.2 Crustal structure beneath the LRV 
Results of this study showed that the Moho is deeper (~50 km) under the entire LRV 
especially on its north-western flank. It is not unusual to observe such thicker continental crust 
beneath rift systems. For example, the crustal thickness beneath the Baikal rift varies from 35 to 
55 km, with localized thinning (35 to 40 km) observed beneath the rift basins and 45 to 55 km 
thick crust observed beneath major horst blocks (Logatchev and Zorin, 1992). Also, beneath the 
1.1 Ga North American Midcontinent rift, crustal thickness of up to 55 km have been imaged by 
seismic studies (e.g., Halls, 1982; Behrendt et al., 1990; Trehu et al., 1991; Hinze et al., 1992; 
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Shay and Trehu, 1993). In both cases, the thick crusts beneath the rifts have been attributed to 
magmatic under-plated bodies. The LRV basin does not show any evidence of a thinned crust 
except towards its south-eastern part where the Moho depths range from 35 to 39 km. Outside 
the rift basin, shallower Moho depths (35 to 45 km) are observed.  
Comparison between the Moho depths estimations of this study from gravity data and 
those obtained from preliminary results of a passive seismic study [Fig. 12] along profile A-A’ 
(Yu et al, 2013) is provided in Table 2. Away from the rift, the gravity-derived Moho depths are 
comparable with those determined from the passive seismic study. However, closer to the rift 
itself, the Moho depths estimations from the two methods differ by up to 12.9 km, with the 
gravity analysis giving deeper Moho compared to the passive seismic analysis. The 10 to 12 km 
difference in crustal thickness from gravity and passive seismic studies may be due to the 
presence of a thick layer of an under-plated mafic body. 
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Table 2. Crustal thickness estimated from 2D power-density spectrum analysis of gravity compared with 
the crustal thickness from passive seismic stations across Luangwa Rift Valley (LRV) (Yu et al., 2014) 
 
5.3 Under-plated Mafic Bodies (UPMBs) 
The formation process of UPMBs is poorly understood, but is thought to be due to 
ascending mafic magma from the mantle which experiences neutral buoyancy and as a result 
ponds at the Moho (e.g., Fyfe, 1978, 1992; Yamasaki and Gernigoc, 2009; Thybo and 
Artemieva, 2013). The UPMBs are characterized by high P- and S-wave velocities, high Vp/Vs 
ratios, and high densities, making seismic and gravity studies the most suitable and most applied 
techniques in their study (Furlong and Fountain, 1986; Gladczenko et al., 1997; Mjelde et al., 
1997; Raum et al., 2002; Thybo and Nielsen, 2009; Yamasaki and Gernigon, 2009; Thybo and 
Artemieva, 2013). They occur under a wide variety of tectonic settings such as large igneous 
provinces, contractional regimes, and continental rifts Thybo and Artemieva, 2013). Examples of 
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continental rifts where UPMBs have been imaged include the Baikal rift (e.g., Thybo and 
Nielsen, 2009), southern Kenya rift (e.g., Hay et al., 1995; Birt et al., 1997; Mechie et al., 1997; 
Thybo et al., 2000), Main Ethiopian Rift (e.g., Ebinger and Sleep, 1998; Mackenzie et al., 2005; 
Tiberi et al., 2005), and the North American Midcontinent rift (e.g., Behrendt et al., 1990; Hinze 
et al., 1992; Shay and Trehu, 1993).  
The UPMBs may play a significant role in the evolution and modification of the 
continental lithosphere (e.g. Furlong and Fountain, 1986; Fyfe, 1978, 1992; Cox, 1980; Thybo 
and Artemieva, 2013). Crustal heating caused by the under-plating, for example, may cause 
crustal melting, hence the generation of granitic magma that may solidify to form a granitic crust 
(e. g., Douce, 1999; Huppert and Sparks, 1988; Coldwell et al., 2011). Yamasaki and Gernigon 
(2009) have suggested that the UPMBs introduce a rheological heterogeneity that plays an 
important role in strain localization during the onset of rifting. The rheological heterogeneity 
brought about by the UPMB is due to two main physical effects: (1) anomalously high 
temperatures of the UPMB which results in thermal weakening of the crust; and (2) the UPMB’s 
mafic composition which is notably weaker than the mantle (Yamasaki and Gernigon, 2009). In 
the Basin and Range Province of the western United States, Lachenbruch and Sass (1978) 
proposed that active under-plating may be a contributing factor to the elevated heat flow in the 
region. Depending on the size and time-scale of the formation of the UPMB, the temperature 
anomaly due to the UPMB may disappear within a few million years, so that the rheological 
heterogeneity due to the difference in composition between the UPMB and the mantle plays a 
significant role in the localization of strain at any stage of extension (Yamasaki and Gernigon, 
2009). 
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5.4 Gravity forward modeling 
This study used 2D forward modeling of ground gravity data to test the possibility of the 
presence of UPMB beneath the LRV. The gravity profile along profile A-A’ exhibits a broad 
long-wavelength positive anomaly possibly related to deep dense material beneath the rift. This 
anomaly is partly superimposed by shorter wavelength positive and negative anomalies at the rift 
shoulders and floor. The local negative short-wavelength anomalies are attributed to the less-
dense rift sediments infill. This interpretation is similar to that of gravity profiles across the 
North American Midcontinental rift where gravity maxima have been attributed to a thickened 
continental crust and the presence of mafic intrusive rocks beneath the rift, while gravity minima 
have been interpreted as due to low density sedimentary rocks [Hinze et al., 1992 and references 
therein; Shay and Trehu, 1993].  
We subsequently developed 2D forward models of the gravity data along profiles A-A’, 
B-B’ and C-C’ [Fig. 8] to reconcile the observed thermal and lithospheric structure of the LRV. 
Gravity models suffer from non-uniqueness and in order to construct meaningful geological 
models constraints such as lateral and vertical variations of rock units must be used. Because 
these constraints are not readily available in the LRV and surrounding areas, the crustal thickness 
estimations obtained from the spectral analysis of satellite gravity data and from preliminary 
results of the passive seismic study were used as initial constraints in the 2D forward model. 
Better established constraints for the younger EARS rifts were adopted for the Karoo rifts 
because of the similar underlying Precambrian structures beneath the two rift systems. The 
thickness and densities of the upper (2.76 m/cm3) and lower crust (2.86 and 2.92 g/cm3) for 
example, were estimated from gravity and seismic studies of different parts of the EARS (e.g., 
Mahatsente et al., 1999; Mickus et al., 2007; Leseane et al., 2015). The magnetized bodies from 
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the 3D inversion [Fig. 14] are modeled with a density of 2.95 g/cm3. The magnetic bodies 
beneath the LRV are interpreted as mafic intrusions related to the magmatism that emplaced the 
under-plated mafic body, while the bodies outside the rift are interpreted as dense bodies that 
pre-date rifting and possibly Precambrian in origin. Upper crustal bodies of various dimensions 
and densities were introduced in the model to account for lithological variations in the Irumide 
belt as indicated by geological studies [e.g., De Waele et al., 2006].  
The 2D forward model along profile A-A’ suggests that the Moho is deeper beneath the 
LRV, and this is due to the presence of an UPMB [Fig. 15]. The apparent difference in crustal 
thickness obtained from the gravity and passive seismic studies may be because the passive 
seismic data imaged the Moho as the top of the UPMB whereas the gravity data considered the 
base of the UPMB as the Moho. It is not uncommon to encounter a discrepancy between seismic 
and gravity Moho estimates (Mjelde e al., 2013). At the Ontong Java Plateau, a large igneous 
province located north of Australia, gravity and seismic refraction crustal thickness estimates 
yield a difference of about 18 km (Gladczenko et al., 1997). Distinguishing between the seismic 
and petrological Moho, Mengel and Kern (1992) defined the seismic Moho as the first-order 
velocity discontinuity, and the petrological Moho as the boundary between non-peridotitic rocks 
of the lower crust and the olivine-dominated sub-continental lithospheric mantle. A similar 
interpretation is adopted in the current study to explain the difference between the gravity and 
seismic Moho depths beneath the LRV. It is likely that the passive seismic study was able to 
effectively image the top of the UPMB because of the large difference in seismic velocity (from 
6.6 to 7.4 km/s2) typically encountered across the lower crust-UPMB boundary (e.g., Mjelde et 
al., 1997; Raum et al., 2002; Mackenzie et al., 2005; Thybo and Atermieva, 2013). The gravity 
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data on the other hand may have imaged the Moho as the lower boundary between the UPMB 
and the sub-continental lithospheric mantle because of density difference between the two layers.  
The presence of an UPMB below the LRV is further supported by results of the passive 
seismic study where high Vp/Vs ratios (>1.75) beneath the rift are interpreted as ancient/ongoing 
magmatic emplacement (Yu et al., 2014). However, the exact timing of UPMB emplacement is 
difficult to estimate (Yamasaki and Gernigon, 2009). It is possible that the UPMB below the 
LRV was emplaced before the onset of rifting and may have played a critical role in localizing 
extension. It is also possible that the magmatic intrusions imaged by the 3D inversion of the 
aeromagnetic data beneath the rift were emplaced at the same time as the UPMB from a common 
magmatic source. The feeder dikes between the UPMB and the mafic intrusions were not 
introduced in the 2D forward model in Fig. 15 because their dimension is too small to be 
resolved by the gravity data. The fact that this study does not show thermal perturbations beneath 
the LRV suggests that the temperature anomaly due to the UPMB emplacement has cooled over 
the 180 Ma since the initiation of rifting. 
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Figure 15: (A) Elevation data collected during this study. (B) Observed (dotted line) Bouguer gravity 
anomalies across the Luangwa Rift Valley (LRV) along profile A-A’ and calculated (solid line) Bouguer 
gravity anomalies of the two-dimensional (2D) forward model in Fig. 15C. (C) A 2D gravity forward 
model showing the under-plated mafic body (UPMB) below the LRV. Numbers are densities in g/cm3.  
See Fig. 5 for location of the profile. 
The lateral extent of the UPMB is not exactly known and additional studies (e.g., passive 
or active source seismic studies) may be used to delineate its extent beneath the LRV. Two 
additional profiles (B-B’ and C-C’ in Fig. 8) were also modeled [Figs. 16 and 17] to examine the 
lateral extent of the UPMB. The Bouguer gravity anomalies along these profiles do not show a 
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broad-wavelength positive anomaly similar to the one observed along profile A-A’ and because 
of this the models only show a thick crust under the UPMB but without the presence of UPMB. 
 
 
Figure 16: (A) Topography extracted from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM). (B) Observed (dotted line) Bouguer gravity anomalies across the Luangwa Rift Valley 
(LRV) along profile B-B’ and calculated (solid line) Bouguer gravity anomalies of the two-dimensional 
(2D) forward model in Fig. 17C. (C) A 2D gravity forward model showing a thick crust beneath the LRV. 
Numbers are densities in g/cm3.  See Fig. 8 for location of the profile.  
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Figure 17: (A) Topography extracted from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM). (B) Observed (dotted line) Bouguer gravity anomalies across the Luangwa Rift Valley 
(LRV) along profile C-C’ and calculated (solid line) Bouguer gravity anomalies of the two-dimensional 
(2D) forward model in Fig. 16C. (C) A 2D gravity forward model showing a thickened crust beneath the 
LRV. Numbers are densities in g/cm3.  See Fig. 8 for location of the profile. 
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5.5 Did metacratonization/decratonization facilitate the localization of the UPMB? 
Liégeois et al. (2013) suggested the granitoids observed in the Irumide and Southern 
Irumide belts [Fig. 2] to be representative of the metacratonization and decratonization 
processes, respectively, that occurred at the southern margin of the Bangweulu Block. The 
authors define metacratonization as the partial reworking of cratonic margins which results in 
orogenic belts in which old Archean lithologies are mixed with juvenile ones. Decratonization on 
the other hand, is defined as the complete reworking of cratonic crusts, leading to complete 
replacement of the old Archean lithologies by younger rocks. It is possible that the 
metacratonization and decratonization processes facilitated the localization of the UPMB that 
eventually localized extensional strain during rift formation. Fig. 18 represents a conceptual 
model of the evolution of the LRV. Before 1.1 Ga, the convergence between the Bangweulu 
Block and the Zimbabwe craton resulted in the consumption of the Irumide proto-ocean. The 
subductions lead to lithospheric mantle delamination due to asthenospheric flow [Fig. 18 A]. The 
lithospheric mantle delamination under the southern margin of the Bangweulu Block led to the 
formation of an asthenospheric window between 1.1 and 1.0 Ga, putting the asthenosphere 
directly under the base of the crust [Fig. 18 B]. This resulted in decratonization of what became 
the Southern Irumide belt and metacratonization of what became the Irumide belt. The 
metacratonization and decratonization processes weakened the subcontinental lithospheric 
mantle, resulting in subsequent guiding of the emplacement of the UPMB between 1.0 and 0.3 
Ga [Fig. 18 C]. The weakening of the lithosphere through the combined process of 
decratonization, metacratonization and UPMB emplacement enhanced strain localization during 
the onset of rifting after 0.3 Ga, and hence the location of the LRV at the interface between the 
Irumide and Southern Irumide belts [Fig. 18 D].  
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Figure 18: Conceptual model of the evolution of the LRV due to the Precambrian aged 
metacratonization/decratonization combined with magmatic under-plating. (A) Lithospheric mantle 
delamination through asthenospheric adega flow. (B) Decratonization-metacratonization of the southern 
edge of the Bangweulu Block. (C) Extensional strain localization through magmatic under-plating.  (D) 
Magmatic under-plating. See text for explanation. 
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CHAPTER VI 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Radially averaged 2D power spectral analyses of aeromagnetic and satellite gravity data 
have demonstrated the lack of thermal anomaly beneath the LRV, but a thickened crust 
beneath this Karoo-aged rift. Within the rift, the CPD values range from to 22 to 27 km, 
while heat flow ranges from 62 to 74 mW/m2. The crustal thickness beneath the rift 
ranges from 40 to 55 km. Crustal thickness estimations from a passive seismic study 
across the LRV, differ from the gravity estimations by up to 12 km. A 2D forward model 
of ground gravity data across the rift suggests the presence of an UPMB that explains the 
observed difference in crustal thickness as estimated by gravity and passive seismic data. 
It is likely that the passive seismic study imaged the top of the UPMB as the Moho while 
the gravity analyses imaged the base of this mafic magmatic body. The weakening of the 
lithosphere through the combined process of decratonization and metacratonization of the 
southern margin of the Bangweulu Block, together with the UPMB emplacement 
enhanced strain localization during the onset of rifting, and hence the location of the LRV 
at the interface between the Irumide and Southern Irumide belts 
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APPENDIX I 
 
Data Management Plan 
I. Types of Data 
Ground gravity data were collected across the Luangwa Rift Valley in Zambia along major roads at 2 km 
station spacing. The data was collected using a Scintrex CG5 Autograv with differential GPS receivers 
(TOPCON). The gravity data were also tied to a 1971 IGSN (International Gravity Standardization NET) 
absolute gravity stations. Additional data used included satellite gravity data from the World Gravity Map 
2012 (WGM12) downloaded from the Bureau Gravimetrique International website. The aeromagnetic data 
were purchased from the Geological Survey Department of Zambia in Lusaka, Zambia.  
II. Data and Metadata Standards  
The processed ground gravity data includes the latitude, longitude, elevation, observed gravity value tied to 
the IGSN station, and the Bouguer gravity anomaly (using 2.67 g/cc as a reduction density). The WGM12 
model comprises of surface gravity measurements (from land, airborne and marine surveys), and satellite 
gravimetry (from the GRACE mission). The Bouguer gravity data were computed using the spherical 
correction instead of the regular slab correction. The international geomagnetic reference field (IGRF) has 
been removed from the aeromagnetic data.  
III. Policies for Access and Sharing  
The ground gravity data, description of the data analysis, and data interpretation will be publicized through 
presentations at national and international meeting, as well as publication in peer review journals. The data 
will also be made available through the GeoPRISMS website (http://geoprisms.org/). The satellite gravity 
data can be downloaded from http://bgi.omp.obs-mip.fr/data-products/Toolbox/WGM2012-maps-
vizualisation-extraction. The aeromagnetic data can be acquired through the Geological Survey Department 
of Zambia.  
Any researcher seeking to perform repeatability of this project’s tasks or manipulate the data for other 
processing schemes not included in this project proposal may do so by accessing the data collected during 
this research study. 
IV. Policies and Provisions for Re-Use, Re-Distribution  
The PIs will not put any restrictions on the use of the gravity data once publicly available. There are no 
economic, political or other embargoes that will be placed on the use of the data, nor privacy or ethical 
issues that will constrain the release of this data to the general public. Once published and made available 
in a publicly accessible data storage, the data can be used for any purpose deem fit by any user. 
V. Plans for Archiving and Preservation of Access  
The ground gravity data will be given to GeoPRISMS for access by the public. Furthermore, geophysical 
data will be available in publications that result from these studies.  
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APPENDIX II 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-13.56334 32.589241 1011.631 978015 -101.37 
-13.55024 32.587559 1009.711 978018.19 -98.03 
-13.53921 32.574039 980.9074 978018.69 -102.77 
-13.53138 32.558403 978.2861 978017.31 -104.41 
-13.53114 32.541328 992.886 978021.94 -96.9 
-13.52771 32.521626 957.2549 978024.5 -101.17 
-13.51876 32.508888 954.024 978024.88 -101.13 
-13.51048 32.479069 922.9649 978022.63 -109.08 
-13.50845 32.459301 924.9156 978017.44 -113.89 
-13.50369 32.443821 940.5214 978020.75 -107.27 
-13.49292 32.427608 910.9253 978015.31 -118.11 
-13.49109 32.413204 938.7535 978014.06 -113.79 
-13.48794 32.394669 927.2016 978013.81 -116.22 
-13.48712 32.378674 923.9707 978014.19 -116.44 
-13.47906 32.362003 924.367 978013.63 -116.59 
-13.46804 32.353485 921.959 978013.5 -116.69 
-13.45289 32.348282 918.1795 978021.69 -107.76 
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Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-13.4386 32.338135 886.9985 978031.88 -103.64 
-13.42756 32.325245 843.2902 978034.88 -109.11 
-13.40893 32.315739 822.96 978032.44 -114.86 
-13.39566 32.315807 808.4515 978031.88 -117.74 
-13.37909 32.30912 805.8607 978029.81 -119.67 
-13.36293 32.297886 795.7718 978034.63 -116.16 
-13.35349 32.286194 770.5344 978034.19 -121.15 
-13.3303 32.265495 743.4682 978041 -118.73 
-13.32107 32.252884 729.4474 978039.94 -122.17 
-13.31206 32.237141 718.627 978036.5 -127.38 
-13.3054 32.221531 718.7794 978041.69 -121.9 
-13.29186 32.21093 681.8071 978045.44 -124.79 
-13.28559 32.194485 658.8252 978040.88 -133.63 
-13.27324 32.183311 639.4094 978042.56 -135.23 
-13.25565 32.179081 632.3381 978040.75 -137.72 
-13.26132 32.160858 622.5235 978039.5 -141.11 
-13.26717 32.144753 622.615 978039.44 -141.41 
-13.27244 32.12785 615.0254 978039.56 -142.97 
-13.27478 32.10976 608.5027 978041.69 -142.24 
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Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-13.28735 32.097042 603.1992 978043.06 -142.4 
-13.29445 32.08181 600.1207 978051.38 -134.96 
-13.29751 32.047424 590.3976 978053.94 -134.43 
-13.3053 32.031342 604.266 978051.44 -134.49 
-13.29748 32.023022 591.373 978053.75 -134.39 
-13.28601 32.012028 586.0085 978054.44 -134.35 
-13.28191 31.996227 577.5046 978054 -136.3 
-13.26616 31.985594 570.799 978048.31 -142.68 
-13.25135 31.973709 566.6842 978057.88 -133.36 
-13.23717 31.962902 562.5998 978060.13 -131.33 
-13.22256 31.957289 558.9118 978057.94 -133.65 
-13.20888 31.943541 555.2542 978051.5 -140.23 
-13.20586 31.927736 548.2438 978052.13 -140.86 
-13.19889 31.910286 547.6951 978065.06 -127.77 
-13.19177 31.895903 546.415 978069.75 -123.02 
-13.18027 31.878746 546.1711 978067 -125.35 
-13.17532 31.864861 542.9098 978068.88 -123.91 
-13.15723 31.860176 539.0083 978068.06 -124.75 
-13.14409 31.855255 536.9966 978066.81 -125.88 
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Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-13.13682 31.837379 533.9791 978063.44 -129.54 
-13.12588 31.828262 531.0835 978061.38 -131.76 
-13.11028 31.796686 526.9078 978053.56 -139.75 
-13.09952 31.786102 530.6263 978049.31 -142.79 
-13.11378 31.810297 527.6698 978059.19 -134.11 
-13.0823 31.786236 525.6276 978048.06 -144.38 
-13.06622 31.787148 528.6146 978044.38 -146.8 
-13.05069 31.780434 530.3825 978041.88 -148.38 
-13.05443 31.777988 528.5842 978043.19 -147.55 
-13.0556 31.759485 535.0459 978046.5 -142.96 
-13.06158 31.745695 531.0226 978050.69 -139.78 
-13.07577 31.737753 527.7917 978054.56 -137.08 
-13.08995 31.730219 531.876 978056.75 -134.61 
-13.10359 31.725433 529.4681 978060.44 -131.96 
-13.11228 31.700752 550.3164 978060.75 -127.96 
-13.11932 31.675333 571.1952 978049.69 -135.17 
-13.11827 31.647919 615.5131 978038.19 -137.92 
-13.12124 31.621622 671.5049 978030.5 -134.58 
-13.09907 31.610733 695.9498 978026.81 -132.58 
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Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-13.06687 31.578753 699.1502 978028.56 -129 
-13.06974 31.555784 751.393 978018.19 -128.86 
-13.04691 31.541231 712.7443 978024.38 -129.6 
-13.0417 31.535526 703.9051 978025.75 -129.72 
-13.01634 31.544323 667.0548 978031.69 -130.14 
-13.01988 31.513445 791.6875 978029.75 -107.42 
-12.99361 31.536236 831.9821 978025.31 -102.8 
-12.96979 31.538239 843.4121 978019.25 -105.67 
-12.95016 31.526733 863.5289 978015.13 -104.9 
-12.92452 31.532852 873.8006 978013.38 -103.65 
-12.88025 31.521994 862.0963 978011.63 -105.91 
-12.86846 31.503246 856.3051 978009.13 -109.07 
-12.85046 31.481831 859.0788 978002.38 -114.35 
-12.83938 31.463417 869.3201 977995.69 -118.37 
-12.82009 31.46056 891.0218 977988.19 -120.65 
-12.79811 31.461887 896.6911 977984.88 -121.95 
-13.57233 32.596325 1029.035 978018.38 -94.9 
-13.5891 32.601238 1047.841 978018.75 -91.39 
-13.60479 32.608665 1081.522 978011.19 -92.92 
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Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-13.61967 32.619846 1088.959 978009.81 -93.36 
-13.63213 32.629669 1119.957 978004 -93.13 
-13.64053 32.646164 1147.999 977998.38 -93.71 
-11.20129 28.891233 1207.922 977819.56 -169.46 
-11.20686 28.918852 1205.545 977821.69 -168 
-11.21645 28.943485 1224.991 977818.63 -167.56 
-11.22981 28.971214 1218.499 977824.56 -163.38 
-11.24589 28.999987 1236.238 977820.69 -164.34 
-11.25907 29.019682 1253.399 977820.56 -161.52 
-11.26493 29.050217 1239.744 977831 -153.95 
-11.26855 29.07597 1260.683 977831.25 -149.7 
-11.27256 29.103979 1220.175 977844.31 -144.77 
-11.27357 29.132879 1229.289 977843.38 -143.96 
-11.27252 29.158655 1238.128 977839.56 -145.98 
-11.27115 29.189968 1228.527 977840.88 -146.54 
-11.27108 29.195358 1222.736 977842.88 -145.64 
-11.26992 29.218739 1222.614 977845.38 -143.15 
-11.26921 29.246288 1223.223 977847.5 -140.9 
-11.27622 29.275003 1251.113 977841.81 -141.31 
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Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-11.28334 29.302143 1259.495 977841.88 -139.81 
-11.29317 29.329987 1221.303 977854 -135.55 
-11.30451 29.355509 1180.247 977868.44 -129.56 
-11.31663 29.382368 1200.302 977867.19 -127.33 
-11.33081 29.405563 1198.474 977875.88 -119.5 
-11.36076 29.45363 1197.834 977875.25 -121.33 
-11.35481 29.478809 1204.173 977872.38 -122.76 
-11.36967 29.495754 1194.938 977871.06 -126.37 
-11.39694 29.498329 1207.679 977873.56 -122.31 
-11.41632 29.496456 1214.354 977870.25 -125 
-11.43769 29.494459 1199.479 977871.94 -127 
-11.45609 29.492346 1213.592 977867.19 -129.58 
-11.46608 29.47666 1207.252 977868.38 -130.02 
-11.47436 29.459209 1209.172 977868.19 -130.1 
-11.48595 29.446447 1196.37 977871.56 -129.66 
-11.50456 29.43854 1197.224 977873.63 -128.08 
-11.52282 29.438112 1189.116 977875.69 -128.29 
-11.54212 29.439865 1192.835 977872.94 -130.95 
-11.56131 29.441591 1191.036 977872.5 -132.44 
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Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-11.57965 29.443245 1204.966 977868.13 -134.73 
-11.59946 29.44504 1205.728 977866.25 -137.09 
-11.61729 29.446997 1189.452 977867.81 -139.42 
-11.63424 29.454952 1181.74 977868.81 -140.53 
-11.65115 29.463615 1180.003 977869 -141.3 
-11.66755 29.472006 1181.405 977869.25 -141.37 
-11.68474 29.480804 1178.54 977872.19 -139.58 
-11.70015 29.488609 1175.675 977874.81 -138.07 
-11.71852 29.498112 1178.296 977874.69 -138.35 
-11.73176 29.504887 1181.405 977875.31 -137.59 
-11.75243 29.514486 1191.402 977872.31 -139.33 
-11.76659 29.51432 1190.427 977871.88 -140.49 
-11.7902 29.513607 1178.204 977875.5 -140.13 
-11.80665 29.513128 1206.917 977875 -135.57 
-11.82688 29.506302 1216.944 977874.44 -134.9 
-11.84417 29.498123 1236.147 977870.63 -135.5 
-11.8611 29.489923 1226.302 977874 -134.72 
-11.87743 29.481993 1159.246 977876.13 -146.42 
-11.89499 29.473503 1157.813 977877.5 -145.94 
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Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-11.91158 29.467218 1198.931 977876.69 -139.26 
-11.93073 29.472788 1177.656 977875.31 -145.52 
-11.94811 29.479155 1209.66 977872.63 -142.52 
-11.95845 29.495625 1201.217 977873.31 -143.93 
-11.967 29.510485 1199.723 977872.06 -145.75 
-11.97729 29.528576 1205.332 977869.56 -147.53 
-11.98688 29.545626 1218.194 977867.38 -147.51 
-11.99611 29.562012 1208.075 977868.5 -148.78 
-12.00568 29.578686 1201.613 977868.19 -150.69 
-12.01517 29.595154 1226.363 977869.06 -145.27 
-12.02485 29.612024 1186.495 977872.81 -149.72 
-12.0339 29.628231 1172.474 977877.56 -148.11 
-12.04305 29.644337 1170.371 977879.75 -146.62 
-12.05209 29.660234 1166.073 977881.56 -145.99 
-12.06134 29.676462 1166.256 977883.13 -144.78 
-12.06965 29.692307 1168.237 977884.44 -143.39 
-12.07528 29.70973 1166.835 977885.5 -142.78 
-12.08075 29.727274 1168.817 977885.94 -142.16 
-12.08622 29.744776 1166.409 977888.31 -140.48 
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Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-12.09166 29.762295 1165.433 977888.94 -140.24 
-12.09715 29.779875 1165.769 977887.5 -141.79 
-12.10257 29.79734 1165.708 977886.13 -143.36 
-12.1074 29.814207 1166.622 977884.44 -145.08 
-12.11173 29.831963 1167.811 977884.44 -145.02 
-12.11631 29.850634 1167.536 977887.38 -142.26 
-12.12144 29.868216 1165.921 977889.63 -140.53 
-12.1317 29.883341 1165.647 977892.63 -137.96 
-12.14212 29.898357 1165.403 977894.88 -136.16 
-12.15257 29.913355 1165.708 977896.06 -135.27 
-12.163 29.928364 1166.531 977896.75 -134.83 
-12.17729 29.940092 1165.281 977898.88 -133.48 
-12.19207 29.949999 1166.652 977899.94 -132.71 
-12.2071 29.960197 1169.548 977900.44 -132.17 
-12.22213 29.970383 1171.133 977900.56 -132.29 
-12.23717 29.980616 1171.56 977901.69 -131.64 
-12.25219 29.990841 1172.017 977903.69 -130.14 
-12.26722 30.00106 1174.212 977905.94 -127.99 
-12.28225 30.011284 1176.071 977909 -125.13 
76 
 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-12.29497 30.023989 1176.345 977911.31 -123.23 
-12.30502 30.039246 1176.406 977913.56 -121.33 
-12.31508 30.05452 1177.016 977917 -118.2 
-12.32515 30.069786 1180.49 977918.5 -116.39 
-12.33523 30.085039 1183.538 977917.81 -116.81 
-12.34529 30.100309 1188.415 977918.56 -115.53 
-12.35536 30.115572 1188.415 977920.31 -114.11 
-12.36462 30.131264 1188.049 977922.81 -112.05 
-12.37187 30.148102 1192.073 977924.31 -109.99 
-12.37912 30.164963 1189.97 977929.63 -105.38 
-12.38635 30.181784 1189.269 977933.81 -101.65 
-12.39361 30.198652 1193.627 977935.06 -99.78 
-12.40066 30.215153 1192.256 977937.44 -97.94 
-12.4081 30.232336 1200.333 977937 -97.07 
-12.41751 30.247942 1200.241 977936.44 -98.02 
-12.42863 30.26243 1207.282 977932.38 -101.11 
-12.43975 30.276943 1212.555 977928.88 -103.99 
-12.45088 30.291437 1208.471 977925.63 -108.41 
-12.46201 30.305931 1215.603 977919.75 -113.32 
77 
 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-12.47313 30.320442 1214.171 977917 -116.8 
-12.48425 30.334936 1221.76 977911.88 -120.83 
-12.49538 30.349442 1223.894 977908.19 -124.51 
-12.5065 30.363939 1233.861 977906.38 -124.76 
-12.51762 30.378445 1244.895 977901.69 -127.67 
-12.53087 30.39023 1234.044 977901.69 -130.31 
-12.54893 30.391108 1229.746 977902 -131.51 
-12.56697 30.391825 1237.061 977901.25 -131.56 
-12.58504 30.392567 1244.773 977900.81 -131.13 
-12.60308 30.393299 1237.61 977903.38 -130.67 
-12.62114 30.394051 1235.385 977904.5 -130.66 
-12.63918 30.394791 1257.635 977899.25 -132.21 
-12.65724 30.395544 1270.041 977897.38 -132.35 
-12.67518 30.396387 1279.855 977894.88 -133.52 
-12.74455 30.416426 1360.048 977880.38 -134.91 
-12.76176 30.422068 1384.28 977876.81 -134.31 
-12.77941 30.421049 1407.688 977872.94 -134.15 
-12.79682 30.416096 1438.443 977867.81 -133.79 
-12.81422 30.411129 1438.747 977868.06 -134.26 
78 
 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-12.83163 30.406164 1437.833 977870.31 -132.92 
-12.84903 30.401253 1413.754 977876.38 -132.3 
-12.86589 30.406519 1436.583 977872.63 -132.12 
-12.88217 30.414492 1436.675 977874 -131.46 
-12.91242 30.434034 1443.716 977872.5 -132.72 
-12.92594 30.446239 1441.125 977872.19 -134.1 
-12.9396 30.458233 1460.754 977867.63 -135.29 
-12.95735 30.457876 1480.475 977863.94 -135.74 
-12.97521 30.455151 1516.837 977857.44 -135.69 
-12.99295 30.455032 1536.162 977854.25 -135.64 
-13.00538 30.458691 1563.045 977847.06 -137.97 
-13.0243 30.477346 1588.648 977843.69 -137 
-13.04133 30.489481 1603.858 977837 -141.31 
-13.05729 30.500046 1596.603 977837.5 -142.91 
-13.06636 30.518089 1588.13 977837.88 -144.62 
-13.06997 30.535879 1589.471 977837.94 -144.45 
-13.06999 30.551556 1606.326 977841.56 -137.42 
-13.07831 30.567232 1620.012 977841.31 -135.13 
-13.08355 30.582478 1601.389 977848.19 -132.3 
79 
 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-13.07938 30.600771 1619.738 977845.69 -130.89 
-13.07254 30.617802 1628.242 977843.63 -130.94 
-13.06975 30.635647 1629.827 977839.44 -134.73 
-13.05841 30.645227 1642.293 977831.31 -139.9 
-13.05903 30.663452 1607.454 977836.06 -142.21 
-13.06383 30.681206 1591.696 977837.63 -144 
-13.07171 30.697678 1601.876 977834.63 -145.24 
-13.0773 30.714701 1599.956 977835.94 -144.51 
-13.07487 30.732246 1609.009 977833.44 -145.05 
-13.08385 30.748045 1582.704 977841.63 -142.46 
-13.09528 30.760572 1574.353 977845.75 -140.36 
-13.10453 30.775908 1567.282 977847.75 -140 
-13.11612 30.789961 1628.455 977838.88 -136.89 
-13.12829 30.80559 1582.613 977843.44 -142.03 
-13.13923 30.818016 1572.951 977844.94 -142.81 
-13.15041 30.831778 1558.046 977850.31 -140.84 
-13.1554 30.847971 1537.106 977854.25 -141.32 
-13.16281 30.864775 1528.481 977859.13 -138.35 
-13.16692 30.881882 1517.081 977862.63 -137.2 
80 
 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-13.17307 30.899805 1506.474 977865.56 -136.5 
-13.17363 30.916857 1540.002 977859.38 -135.49 
-13.1768 30.934834 1525.676 977864.38 -133.75 
-13.18507 30.950354 1528.237 977865.69 -132.22 
-13.19287 30.966482 1509.827 977871.94 -129.75 
-13.19165 30.984135 1478.981 977877.13 -130.77 
-13.19864 31.000669 1505.041 977871.25 -131.28 
-13.20133 31.017775 1473.251 977878.94 -130.14 
-13.20065 31.036018 1472.123 977882.38 -126.71 
-13.19758 31.041716 1457.035 977886.13 -125.75 
-13.19785 31.060507 1512.814 977878.44 -121.81 
-13.20281 31.076279 1538.661 977875.56 -119.09 
-13.21871 31.084482 1541.282 977876.75 -116.85 
-13.23095 31.085024 1524.64 977879.38 -117.57 
-13.24703 31.078186 1559.905 977873.69 -116.12 
-13.26037 31.072281 1559.387 977875 -115.09 
-13.27729 31.074076 1571.031 977872 -113.71 
-13.29117 31.064835 1515.161 977884.81 -112.94 
-13.30476 31.055502 1514.917 977884.69 -110.95 
81 
 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-13.31825 31.04468 1523.451 977879.25 -109.24 
-13.31887 31.024874 1379.129 977912.5 -113.47 
-13.33244 31.014225 1245.138 977937.19 -116.26 
-10.21704 31.135836 1375.105 977772.75 -150.77 
-10.21704 31.135836 1386.2 977772.75 -148.56 
-10.21816 31.142185 1380.287 977774.5 -148.05 
-10.2118 31.160452 1379.647 977775.56 -146.97 
-10.20567 31.178112 1398.697 977773.69 -144.81 
-10.2011 31.192997 1396.716 977772.06 -146.75 
-10.20341 31.209589 1405.402 977772.81 -144.33 
-10.20501 31.229862 1408.877 977771.5 -145.01 
-10.21253 31.245314 1420.581 977776 -138.3 
-10.21015 31.264696 1401.836 977779.56 -138.51 
-10.20216 31.300566 1408.42 977780.5 -136.05 
-10.20668 31.317827 1410.34 977783.25 -133.01 
-10.211 31.337393 1395.71 977781.31 -138 
-10.21263 31.355366 1406.561 977778.56 -138.62 
-10.21328 31.375362 1418.722 977780.56 -134.2 
-10.20833 31.392752 1409.974 977785.13 -131.27 
82 
 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-10.19947 31.412052 1389.553 977789.44 -130.77 
-10.19224 31.427538 1366.327 977788.13 -136.47 
-10.18783 31.463806 1405.981 977782.38 -134.07 
-10.19009 31.48217 1408.085 977784.06 -132.08 
-10.18691 31.501104 1395.588 977787.25 -131.22 
-10.17948 31.517609 1378.458 977790.94 -130.72 
-10.17097 31.535734 1331.214 977799.81 -130.99 
-10.15751 31.547396 1328.532 977799.75 -131.2 
-10.14262 31.558187 1318.839 977801.06 -131.34 
-10.13094 31.571043 1309.543 977803.56 -130.28 
-10.13032 31.573364 1305.763 977807 -127.57 
-10.12534 31.59194 1301.892 977803.63 -131.56 
-10.12039 31.6103 1319.814 977803.94 -127.57 
-10.11571 31.627708 1317.01 977805.38 -126.51 
-10.11099 31.64736 1310.731 977804.88 -128.08 
-10.10735 31.665407 1314.054 977811.31 -120.9 
-10.10468 31.678122 1285.372 977815.38 -122.39 
-10.1023 31.68442 1266.505 977810.56 -130.82 
-10.10037 31.702604 1281.806 977812.88 -125.51 
83 
 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-10.09778 31.738922 1277.722 977815.5 -123.51 
-10.08387 31.750671 1310.975 977815.25 -116.83 
-10.0733 31.765783 1315.791 977816.44 -114.37 
-10.0684 31.784882 1307.927 977813.19 -119 
-10.06128 31.80106 1265.011 977814.25 -126.17 
-10.053 31.817001 1251.692 977811.88 -130.87 
-10.04324 31.831953 1258.611 977811.31 -129.77 
-10.0336 31.847496 1265.316 977813.88 -125.61 
-10.02956 31.865124 1249.985 977813 -129.33 
-10.0323 31.901453 1255.044 977813.31 -128.04 
-10.02905 31.921112 1230.142 977818.5 -127.72 
-10.01828 31.93634 1207.404 977822.56 -127.89 
-10.00881 31.950439 1210.605 977822.25 -127.31 
-10.00449 31.967905 1210.422 977822.44 -127.05 
-10.00382 31.986202 1210.483 977823 -126.44 
-10.00243 32.00581 1210.147 977822.75 -126.71 
-10.00087 32.021927 1209.69 977822.13 -127.38 
-9.999096 32.039803 1214.079 977821.56 -127.05 
-9.997937 32.060814 1214.171 977821.06 -127.46 
84 
 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-9.997337 32.076946 1214.14 977820.31 -128.24 
-10.00168 32.095448 1210.056 977820.44 -129 
-10.00545 32.111115 1209.507 977820.44 -129.24 
-10.00986 32.123558 1208.41 977820.69 -129.25 
-10.01464 32.141502 1209.05 977835.06 -114.71 
-10.01236 32.159542 1229.533 977827.5 -118.07 
-10.01452 32.17482 1270.406 977820 -116.68 
-10.00166 32.187187 1293.114 977810.44 -121.43 
-9.988639 32.199768 1331.062 977813 -111.45 
-9.98021 32.215126 1324.874 977812.69 -112.73 
-9.977786 32.23275 1331.702 977820.56 -103.72 
-9.989205 32.245338 1299.362 977825.63 -105.64 
-9.996087 32.265038 1283.818 977828.81 -105.88 
-10.00872 32.292496 1283.147 977826.81 -108.38 
-10.02171 32.305023 1284.305 977826.5 -108.84 
-10.0239 32.308998 1283.879 977826.06 -109.43 
-10.03466 32.315067 1287.506 977824.69 -110.41 
-10.05217 32.317173 1309.268 977822.75 -108.49 
-10.07159 32.319565 1329.842 977817.25 -110.48 
85 
 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-10.08075 32.334007 1385.59 977801.88 -114.82 
-10.08206 32.352234 1451.275 977786.19 -117.21 
-10.08077 32.370186 1542.318 977767.19 -117.75 
-10.08688 32.387455 1550.457 977766.25 -117.29 
-10.09482 32.389736 1515.679 977763.75 -127.24 
-10.10944 32.420795 1540.947 977767.06 -119.55 
-10.1118 32.437817 1506.169 977758.81 -135.02 
-10.11611 32.455982 1480.261 977764.38 -134.84 
-10.12693 32.470997 1469.654 977767.25 -134.43 
-10.14181 32.48407 1459.139 977766.94 -137.32 
-10.14664 32.500813 1439.113 977768.81 -139.54 
-10.16251 32.533653 1452.189 977773.25 -132.9 
-10.17256 32.549931 1481.816 977765.81 -134.56 
-10.17982 32.586231 1504.462 977768.69 -127.04 
-10.18084 32.604439 1505.468 977760.13 -135.19 
-10.18225 32.64822 1375.837 977790.56 -130.8 
-10.16948 32.661587 1363.828 977792.94 -130.32 
-10.1479 32.6702 1325.331 977801.19 -129.09 
-10.14555 32.687878 1187.166 977841.25 -115.32 
86 
 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-10.15974 32.697689 1152.418 977835.38 -128.88 
-10.17602 32.699883 1122.914 977847.75 -122.35 
-10.1972 32.700203 1086.612 977847.69 -129.78 
-10.21029 32.70409 1086.978 977856.88 -121.29 
-10.23346 32.707664 1042.386 977862.31 -125.77 
-10.24853 32.706303 1020.867 977872.13 -120.83 
-10.26204 32.717728 992.5202 977872.81 -126.18 
-10.265 32.735283 966.277 977886.38 -117.55 
-10.26631 32.759892 945.642 977868.38 -140.13 
-10.26863 32.77739 938.9974 977874.13 -136.08 
-10.26644 32.795143 911.1082 977877 -138.67 
-10.27565 32.81118 902.0861 977883.88 -133.94 
-10.29042 32.821548 899.8306 977888.19 -130.58 
-10.30086 32.836773 906.5666 977885.63 -132.22 
-10.30625 32.854561 879.5309 977888.38 -134.9 
-10.30808 32.863842 870.204 977882.25 -142.94 
-10.31012 32.870541 854.0801 977890.25 -138.15 
-10.30703 32.888153 841.1566 977897.13 -133.69 
-10.3035 32.905128 818.0222 977900.69 -134.39 
87 
 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-10.29472 32.920547 800.7401 977905.5 -132.66 
-10.28433 32.935295 827.9892 977914.13 -118.46 
-10.27606 32.951237 816.4068 977916.31 -118.21 
-10.27137 32.967953 785.7134 977928.94 -111.3 
-10.26518 32.985241 793.2115 977928.56 -109.99 
-10.25828 33.002407 792.0228 977920.31 -118.17 
-10.2527 33.053116 825.0326 977905.13 -126.43 
-10.26167 33.066456 814.517 977906.88 -126.75 
-10.27093 33.083038 840.7298 977903 -125.61 
-10.27989 33.09618 855.8784 977901.44 -124.28 
-10.29318 33.111008 871.6061 977899.19 -123.24 
-10.30924 33.114082 894.649 977894.63 -123.93 
-10.32706 33.117443 912.815 977890.69 -124.94 
-10.32686 33.11747 912.5407 977876.56 -139.13 
-10.35914 33.127125 948.8119 977886.81 -122.38 
-10.37077 33.139381 958.0778 977892.56 -113.41 
-10.37432 33.149757 1095.238 977878.81 -100.05 
-10.37333 33.166439 1096.579 977857 -120 
-10.36889 33.182426 1222.675 977844.13 -109.49 
88 
 
Latitude 
(deg.) 
Longitude 
(deg.) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Observed gravity 
(mGal) 
Bouguer gravity 
(mGal) 
-10.36329 33.196102 1293.602 977845.94 -94.35 
-10.35407 33.20845 1284.214 977830.69 -111.64 
-10.34097 33.221443 1365.413 977817 -109.78 
-10.32403 33.224632 1438.077 977817.06 -95.39 
-10.29729 33.247566 1455.969 977809.13 -99.3 
-10.28723 33.263561 1537.442 977786.63 -105.2 
-10.27958 33.278725 1576.944 977785.69 -98.38 
-10.27328 33.294998 1587.886 977780.69 -100.95 
-10.25635 33.292229 1590.812 977782.81 -97.87 
-10.23917 33.299183 1576.395 977779.88 -103.35 
-10.22186 33.295052 1582.278 977773.13 -108.13 
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